Classic models on opinion dynamics usually focus on a group of agents forming their opinions interactively over single issue. Yet generally consensus can not be achieved over single issue when agents are not completely open to interpersonal influence. In this paper, opinion consensus in social networks with stubborn agents is considered over issue sequences.
Introduction
Recently, opinion dynamics has attracted much attention of researchers from various disciplines, such as applied mathematics, economics, social psychology, control theory, etc., due to its broad applications in modeling and explaining complex phenomena in social and artificial networks [1] - [15] . In a social network, agents form opinions on various political, economic and social issues according to the information they received from neighbors determined by the network topology [16] - [18] or the confidence/influence bound [5] - [7] . A fundamental question in opinion dynamics is: how do the network structure and opinions' initial distribution influence the diffusion and aggregation of scattered opinions in the process of opinion formation? In the work of Degroot [1] , a model is presented to characterize the process of a group of agents reaching opinion consensus on a common issue by pooling their subjective opinions, which is known as the Degroot model. The interactions between agents are described by a stochastic matrix which can be regarded as the one-step transition probability matrix of a Markov chain and some sufficient conditions for achieving opinion consensus are provided. To further investigate how the interpersonal influence contributes to the opinion formation, Friedkin and Johnsen [2] extend the Degroot model by introducing a diagonal matrix which represents agents' susceptibilities to interpersonal influence. In the Degroot model and the Friedkin-Johnsen (F-J) model, interactions between agents are specified by given networks. Different from these linear models, Hegselmann and Krause [3] present a nonlinear model in which agents have bounded confidence for others. In the Hegselmann-Krause (H-K) model, two agents are said to be connected if and only if the difference between their opinions is smaller than a given confidence bound, this means that the network topology of the H-K model is state-dependent.
3
As the research in multi-agent systems continues, the tools that are available within opinion dynamics have been enriched considerably. The Degroot model is further investigated both on continuous-time dynamics and switched topologies [16] - [18] .
In addition, many complex scenarios are also considered, including asynchronous consensus [19] , time delays [20] , finite-time consensus [21] , leader-following framework [22] , heterogeneous model [23] and antagonistic interactions [24] , to name but a few. Based on the gossip algorithm [25] , randomized opinion dynamics is investigated by Acemoglu et al. [10] , Frasca et al. [11] and Li et al. [12] , respectively. Ghaderi et al. [13] investigate the equilibrium and convergence rate of the F-J model. Under the assumption that the adjacent matrix of the interpersonal influence network is an irreducible sub-stochastic matrix with the row sum of at least one row strictly smaller than one, the authors transform the F-J model to a random walk, and the form of equilibrium is proposed based on the first hitting probabilities of the random walk. Bindel et al. [14] interpret the F-J model as a best-response game, and the ratio between the optimal solution and the Nash equilibrium solution which is defined as the price of anarchy is discussed under both undirected and directed networks.
Most of the available literature on the F-J model focuses on opinion evolving over single issue. Yet the F-J model does not in general converge to consensus over single issue due to the presence of stubborn agents. Actually, the empirical evidence shows that consensus might be reached over a sequence of issues [2] . In practice, associations of individuals (such as small groups within firms, deliberative bodies of government, etc.) are usually constituted to deal with issues within particular issue domains, especially a sequence of related issues. In this scenario, individuals' opinions for successive issues are always related. Thus, extending the existing theories of opinion dynamics to issue sequences is necessary and may uncover the 4 underlying mechanism of opinion formation in the practice. Bullo et al. [8] , [9] modify the F-J model and the Degroot model to investigate the evolution of agents' self-appraisals over an issue sequence, respectively.
Different from the works in [8] and [9] which focus on agents' self-appraisal dynamics, in this paper we consider opinion consensus of the F-J model over a sequence of issues. Firstly, convergence of the F-J model is studied over single issue.
The existing results about convergence of the F-J model over single issue usually require that the interpersonal influence network is strongly connected or its adjacent matrix is irreducible [11] , [13] . We propose some milder sufficient and necessary conditions both in terms of network topology and its adjacent matrix to guarantee opinions of agents converge to constant values. Several properties of agents' ultimate opinions for single issue are also provided. Secondly, different from the assumption of fixed initial opinions in [2] , we assume that each agent forms its initial opinion for the next issue according to its ultimate opinion for the last issue.
This assumption naturally follows from the fact that individuals' opinions for successive connected issues are always interrelated. The connections between the interpersonal influence network and the network which characterizes the relationship of agents' initial opinions for successive issues are established and the sufficient and necessary condition for the F-J model to achieve opinion consensus over issue sequences is proposed. Finally, we consider the more general case in which each agent maintains a confidence bound in forming its initial opinion for each issue.
Connectivity preservation of the modified F-J model is analyzed. Then we derive the conditions for achieving opinion consensus. The main difficulties for our analysis are twofold. On one hand, the evolution of agents' initial opinions over issue sequences is not directly determined by the interpersonal influence network and agents' stubborn extent. On the other hand, due to the fact that the evolution of agents' initial opinions over issue sequences is influenced by the evolution of their opinions over time sequences, connectivity preservation of the modified F-J model is more complex compared with connectivity preservation of the H-K model. As has been widely reported [11] , [13] , a social network with stubborn agents does not generally achieve consensus over single issue. Our investigation shows that the F-J model can achieve opinion consensus over an issue sequence even if agents are stubborn to their initial opinions. Moreover, the evolution of opinion over issue sequences enhances the connectivity of the social network. As long as one of the partially stubborn agent's opinion can scatter to all the rest partially stubborn agents through partially stubborn or non-stubborn agents, opinion consensus can be reached, and all the partially stubborn agents form a star subgraph in the network which characterizes the relationship of agents' initial opinions for successive issues. The differences between opinion dynamics over issue sequences and single issue give us a deeper understanding of opinion formation in social networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notions on graph theory and the F-J model. In Section 3, convergence of the F-J model is studied over single issue, and some properties of ultimate opinions are proposed. In Section 4, opinion consensus of the F-J model over issue sequences is investigated. In Section 5, we consider opinion consensus of the F-J model over issue sequences with bounded confidence. In Section 6, numerical simulations are given to illustrate the effectiveness of theoretical results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Notation: We denote the set of real number, natural number, n-dimensional real vector space and n × n real square matrix space by R, N, R n and R n×n , respectively.
1 n is a vector of size n having all the elements equal 1. I n is the n × n identity matrix. For a given vector or matrix A, A T denotes its transpose, A ∞ denotes its 6 maximum row sum norm. 0 denotes an all-zero vector or matrix with compatible dimension. ρ(A) denotes the spectral radius for a matrix A ∈ R n×n . By | · | we denote the absolute value, modulus and cardinality of real number, complex number and set, respectively. Given a vector ζ ∈ R n , diag(ζ) denotes a n × n diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the elements of ζ.
Preliminaries
In this section, some basic concepts on graph theory are introduced. Then, a brief introduction of the F-J model is presented.
Basic concepts on graph theory
A weighted directed graph (digraph) G of order n is a triple G(W) = (V, E, W)
which consists of a vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, an edge set E = {e i j : i, j ∈ V} and a weighted adjacency matrix W = [w i j ] n×n with entries w i j . An edge e i j is an ordered pair (i, j) which means that node j can obtain information from node i, but not necessarily vice versa. If (i, j) ∈ E, i is called the parent of j. The adjacency elements associated with the edges of the graph are nonzero, i.e., e i j ∈ E implies w ji 0, otherwise, w ji = 0. A directed path from i to j is a finite ordered sequence of distinct edges of G with the form (i,
G is said to be strongly connected if between every pair of distinct vertices i, j, there exists a directed path that begins at i and ends at j. A maximal subgraph of G that is strongly connected forms a strongly connected component (SCC is a digraph G(W) which satisfies that w i j = w ji for any i, j ∈ V. For more details about algebraic graph theory, we refer to [30] .
Introduction of the F-J model
The Consider n agents forming opinions on a certain issue in a network formulated by a weighted digraph G(W) = (V, E, W). Each agent holds an initial opinion x i (0), i ∈ V. The classic F-J model is:
where owes to the stubbornness of individuals in practice, rather than the insufficiency of persistent contracts and interactions [2] , [4] , [11] .
3 Convergence of the F-J model over single issue
A fundamental problem with respect to the F-J model is its limiting behavior when the time scale k tends to infinity. In this subsection, convergence of the F-J model is considered over single issue. Different from the results in [8] , [11] and [13] , we propose some milder conditions which ensure that x(k) converges to a constant vector as k → ∞. Firstly, we propose the definition of the convergence of dynamic systems.
Definition 1 For a dynamic system with state vector (k) ∈ R n , k ∈ N, if for any initial state (0) there holds
whereˆ ∈ R n is a constant vector, we say the system is convergent.
As mentioned above, if Ξ = I in equation (1), the F-J model is transformed into the Degroot model:
where W is a stochastic matrix. 
In consequence, the block associated with 1 in J is diagonal. Since 1 is the only maximum-modulus eigenvalue of W, the moduli of other blocks' diagonal elements are strictly smaller than 1, which means that lim k→∞ W k = P lim k→∞ J k P −1 exists. Thus, system (2) is convergent.
Necessity. Suppose a + bi 1 is a eigenvalue of W with |a + bi| = 1. We have
is the principal value of the argument of a + bi. Thus, (a + bi) k = e iθk , which shows that (a + bi) k is periodic. Therefore, J k is periodic, which implies that system (2) is non-convergent.
For agent i, if ξ i < 1, we say it is a stubborn agent, otherwise, we say it is a non-stubborn agent. Before proposing our convergence condition, we need the following assumption.
Assumption 1 For each SCC of G(W) with zero in-degree and no stubborn agents in it, there exists at least one agent in this SCC having self-loop.
Theorem 1
The F-J model (1) achieves convergence under Assumption 1.
Proof. Consider the augmented system of the F-J model (1) .
we havex
Lemma 1 implies that the augmented system (3) there exists a permutation matrix P such that
where W and W are square matrices. Employing the permutation transformation to the reducible blocks on diagonal ofW repeatedly, we havẽ
where W i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , α} is the irreducible adjacent matrix corresponding to each SCC of G(W),P is a permutation matrix. 1 is the only eigenvalue of Ξ i W i that has maximum modulus. Therefore, 1 is the only eigenvalue ofΞW with maximum-modulus. Namely, 1 is the only eigenvalue of ΞW with maximum-modulus, which implies that system (1) is convergent.
Remark 1 In the available literature, convergence of the F-J model over single issue usually requires that W is irreducible (the digraph corresponding to W is strongly connected) or other more rigid assumptions [11] , [13] , [8] . Theorem 1
shows that the convergence is achieved under the milder condition which ensures that ΞW satisfies the condition in Lemma 1.
Next, we shall further analyze the ultimate opinion of system (1). Employing equation (1) iteratively, we have
where
Since system (1) is convergent under Assumption 1, the limit of Ψ(k) exists. Let
Property 1 Ψ is a stochastic matrix.
Proof. Firstly, we show that Ψ(k) is stochastic for any k ∈ N inductively. Note that ΞW and I − Ξ are both nonnegative, thus Ψ(k) is nonnegative. From equation (5),
we have Ψ(0) = I and Ψ(1) = ΞW + I − Ξ are both stochastic. Now suppose that Ψ(l) is a stochastic matrix, we have
Moreover, since Ψ1 n = lim k→∞ Ψ(k)1 n = 1 n , we obtain that Ψ is a stochastic matrix.
Property 1 shows that each agent's opinion converges to a convex combination of all agents' initial opinions. Let x * = lim k→∞ x(k). Denote the set of fully stubborn agents by V f = {i ∈ V|ξ i = 0}, the set of partially stubborn agents by V p = {i ∈ V|0 < ξ i < 1} and the set of non-stubborn agents by V n = {i ∈ V|ξ i = 1}. Without loss of generality, let V f = {1, 2, . . . , r 1 }, V p = {r 1 + 1, r 1 + 2, . . . , r 1 + r 2 }, V n = {r 1 + r 2 + 1, r 1 + r 2 + 2, . . . , n}. The following property reveals the influence of the interpersonal influence network G(W) and the levels of stubbornness of agents to the ultimate opinion x * .
, where ψ i ∈ R n . Under Assumption 1, for any i ∈ V n , if there exists j ∈ V f V p which has a directed path to agent i in graph
Proof. Following equation (5), we obtain
From the proof of Theorem 1, lim k→∞ (ΞW) k exists. Moreover, since lim k→∞ Ψ(k) = Ψ , we have
Let lim k→∞ (ΞW) (6) we obtain
Because QΞ = Q, we have q i = 0 for any i ∈ V f V p . From QW = Q we obtain that for any i ∈ V, j ∈ V f V p , n t=r 1 +r 2 +1 q it w t j = 0. Since Q and W are both nonnegative, we have for any i ∈ V n , if there exists j ∈ V f V p such that w i j 0, 14 then q li = 0 for any l ∈ V, i.e., q i = 0. Furthermore, for aforementioned i ∈ V n , l ∈ V and q li = 0, if there exists u ∈ V n such that w ui 0, then q lu w ui = q li = 0. Thus, q u = 0. This implies that for any agent i ∈ V n , as long as it receives information from any stubborn agents directly or indirectly, there holds q i = 0.
. . , q n +q n ]. Since ξ i = 1 for any i ∈ V n , we obtainq i = 0 for any i ∈ V n , namely, q i = ψ i for any i ∈ V n . In conclusion, for any i ∈ V n , if there exists j ∈ V f V p which has a directed path to agent i in graph
In [13] , the authors study the equilibrium of system (1) . Under the assumption that the network topology is undirected connected, they present the form of equilibrium taking advantage of the appropriately defined hitting probabilities of a random walk over the network. However, since their conditions for convergence require that ρ(ΞW) < 1, the equilibrium is only related to the initial opinions of stubborn agents.
In Property 2 we show that under the condition of Assumption 1, if a non-stubborn agent can obtain information directly or indirectly from any stubborn agents, including fully stubborn and partially stubborn agents, then the ultimate opinion x * does not include the information of this non-stubborn agent's initial opinion. Otherwise, according to the proof of Theorem 1, the ultimate opinion is also related to the initial opinions of non-stubborn agents which form SCCs with in-degree being zero and no stubborn agents in it.
Remark 2 Property 1 and Property 2 also provide an interesting perspective on leadership in social networks [28] and animal groups [29] . In the work of Wang and Xiao [20] , a generalized definition of "leader" and "follower" is presented.
A leader refers to the agent which determines the ultimate state of the system, and the rest are followers. This definition includes the notion of "leader" and "follower" in which a leader is the agent who sends information to others but never receives information. From Property 1, Ψ is a stochastic matrix, thus the element of ψ i represents the proportion of the initial opinion of agent i in each agent's ultimate opinion. Property 2 suggests that if a non-stubborn agent wants to determine the group's ultimate opinion, i.e., to be a leader, it must ensure that it is not influenced by stubborn agents. If we regard initial opinions of stubborn agents as external information, then this result is consistent with the experimental results in [28] and [29] that the leaders emerging spontaneously in groups are usually the individuals who have more power in communication or external information. Furthermore, for
any individual who has no external information, it can never be a leader unless it does not receive information of the individuals who have external information.
Consensus of the F-J model over issue sequences
In this section, we study opinion consensus of the F-J model over issue sequences.
On one hand, most of the prior investigations on opinion dynamics are considered over single issue. In practice, however, associations of individuals are constituted to deal with sequences of issues within particular domains. On the other hand, for individuals, related issues always arise repeatedly in practice. Hence, it is significant to consider the formation of opinions over a sequence of issues. Let s = 0, 1, 2, . . . denote a sequence of issues, system (1) is modified as:
where x(s, 0) represents opinions of agents for issue s at time k. Theorem 1 suggests that x(s, ∞) exists for any s ∈ N. Here we assume that the initial opinions of agents for the next issue equal to their ultimate opinions for the last issue. Namely,
In this paper, for simplicity, we suppose that the scale of time k increases faster than the scale of issue s. In other words, the convergence of opinion x(s, k) can be achieved with k increasing before the next issue s + 1 is dealt with. The hypothesis in equation (8) can be naturally observed from reality. In practice, an individual always takes its ultimate opinion for the last issue as its initial opinion for the next related issue subconsciously. Moreover, this hypothesis also extends the assumption in [2] that the initial opinions of individuals are fixed. Now, we shall propose a definition of opinion consensus for system (7), (8) .
Definition 2 System (7), (8) is said to achieve consensus if and only if for any initial opinion x(0, 0), there exists a constant χ ∈ R, such that
Note that the repeated limits of x(s, k) in equation (9) are not interchangeable since we suppose that k increases faster than s. Next we propose an assumption about G(W) which ensures that I − ΞW is nonsingular.
Assumption 2 For each SCC of G(W) with in-degree being zero, there exists at least one stubborn agent contained in it.
Lemma 2 x(s, ∞) = (I − ΞW) −1 (I − Ξ)x(s, 0) if and only if Assumption 2 holds.
Proof. Sufficiency. Since Assumption 2 holds, the proof of Theorem 1 shows that ρ(ΞW) = ρ(ΞW) < 1, which implies that x(s, ∞) exists and I − ΞW is nonsingular.
From equation (7), we have (I − ΞW)x(s, ∞)
Necessity. If Assumption 2 does not hold, there exists at least one eigenvalue of ΞW equals to 1. Namely, I − ΞW is singular.
According to Lemma 2 and equation (8), we obtain
Because lim and G(W).
Lemma 3 Under Assumption 2, the following statements are true:
(ii) For any i ∈ V p V n , j ∈ V f V p , i j, ψ i j > 0 if and only if there exists a directed path ( j, j 1 ), ( j 1 , j 2 ), . . . , ( j m , i) from vertex j to vertex i in G(W), where
(i) Since (I − ΞW)Ψ = I, we havê
Assumption 2 implies that if w ii = 1, ξ i < 1. Thus, ξ i w ii < 1 for any i ∈ V. From (11) we obtainψ
(ii) Since Assumption 2 holds true, (I − ΞW)
Note thatψ 
Lemma 3 connects G(Ψ) with G(W), such that we can address property of G(Ψ)
by analyzing G(W). Taking advantage of the partition of V, we can write W as the following block form:
where W f f ∈ R r 1 ×r 1 , W pp ∈ R r 2 ×r 2 and W nn ∈ R (n−r 1 −r 2 )×(n−r 1 −r 2 ) . From the proof of Lemma 3, we have
where Ψ pp ∈ R r 2 ×r 2 .
Property 3 Any root of subgraph G(Ψ pp ) is a center vertex which has directed edges to any other vertices of G(Ψ pp ).
Proof. Suppose that i is a root of G(Ψ pp ). Let (i, j) and ( j, l) be edges of G(Ψ pp )
for j, l ∈ V p . Following Lemma 3, there exist directed paths consisting of vertices in V p V n from i to j and j to l in G(W), respectively. Thus, there exists at least a directed path consisting of edges between vertices in V p V n from i to l in G(W).
From Lemma 3 we have ψ li > 0, namely, there exists a directed edge from i to l in G(Ψ pp ). Following the same lines as above, one has that any root of subgraph G(Ψ pp ) is a center vertex which has directed edges to any other vertices of G(Ψ pp ).
Lemma 3 and Property 3 show that if there exists a directed path from a stubborn agent i to a partially stubborn or non-stubborn agent j in G(W), then (i, j) is an edge of G(Ψ). Moreover, if G(Ψ pp ) contains a spanning trees, then it also contains a star subgraph. In other words, the connectivity of the social network is enhanced over issue sequences. The block form of Ψ shows that fully stubborn agents never change their opinions in the process of opinion formation. Thus, we consider the scenario in which there are no fully stubborn agents in the social network. Proof. Sufficiency. Since V f = ∅, i.e., r 1 = 0, we have Note that
which implies that Ψ s pp converges to a matrix of rank one as s → ∞. Therefore,
namely, system (7), (8) achieves opinion consensus as k → ∞, s → ∞.
Necessity. If there exists no partially stubborn agent which has directed paths consisting of vertices in V p V n to any other partially stubborn agents in G(W), Lemma 3.
(ii) suggests that G(Ψ pp ) does not contain any spanning trees. This implies that the eigenvalue 1 of Ψ pp has algebraic multiplicity larger than one, that is, Ψ has more than one eigenvalue equal to 1. In conclusion, opinion consensus cannot be achieved.
As is often pointed out, the F-J model does not generally achieve opinion consensus over single issue even if the network topology is completely connected [11] , [13] .
However, Theorem 2 shows that in the absence of fully stubborn agents, as long as there exists at least one partially stubborn agent whose opinion can scatter to other partially stubborn agents through partially stubborn agents or non-stubborn agents, opinion consensus can be achieved over a sequence of issues.
Consensus of the F-J model over issue sequences with bounded confidence
In section 4, we assumed that agents form their initial opinions for the next issue according to their ultimate opinions for the last issue. However, in practice, even the most stubborn individual has the ability of self-correction. If the difference between an individual's opinion and the other individual's opinion is large, the individual will take no account of the other agent's opinion. Otherwise, the individual will take a weighted average of its opinion and the other individual's opinion. Similar observations in animal groups are reported by Couzin et al. [29] . In this section, we consider the latter scenario where each agent forms its initial opinion with the ultimate opinions of other agents for the last issue taken account when other agents' ultimate opinions are within the confidence interval of this agent. We suppose that agent i adjusts its initial opinion x i (s + 1, 0) to a weighted average of other agents'
ultimate opinions x j (s, ∞), j ∈ V which satisfy |x i (s, ∞) − x j (s, ∞)| < d, where d ∈ R is the given confidence bound.
Let N i (s) = { j ∈ V : |x i (s, ∞) − x j (s, ∞)| < d} denote the set of agents whose ultimate opinions for issue s are within the confidence interval of agent i, N Ψ i = { j ∈ V : ψ i j > 0} denote the set of neighbors of agent i in G(Ψ). Here we employ a symmetric modification of the H-K model [6] , [27] :
where h ∈ R satisfies h > 0 and 1 − (n − 1)h > 0. Note that if the differences of agents' initial opinions are large enough such that N i (s) = {i} for any i ∈ V and s ∈ N, equation (12) will collapse to equation (8) . Combining equation (12) 
For simplicity, we omit the time scale k in the sequel. Let Φ(s) = [ϕ i j (s)] n×n = H(s)Ψ, then we have x(s + 1) = Φ(s)x(s). According to the partition of V, we have
where Φ 1 (s) ∈ R (r 1 +r 2 )×(r 1 +r 2 ) . Rewrite H(s) as a same block form of W:
where H f f (s) ∈ R r 1 ×r 1 , H pp (s) ∈ R r 2 ×r 2 and H nn (s) ∈ R (n−r 1 −r 2 )×(n−r 1 −r 2 ) . Let
.
Lemma 4 For any s ∈ N, if G(Φ (s)) has a spanning tree, then Φ 1 (s) is SIA.
Proof. From equation (13), H(s) is a nonnegative and stochastic matrix with positive diagonal elements. From Lemma 3 we have ψ ii > 0 for any i ∈ V f V p .
Thus, Φ(s) and Φ 1 (s) are both stochastic matrices and Φ 1 (s) has positive diagonal elements. Since Φ(s) = H(s)Ψ, we have
Hence, for any
) has a spanning tree,
we have G(Φ 1 (s)) contains a spanning tree. From Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 3.7 in [18] , Φ 1 (s) is a SIA matrix.
Lemma 5 (Lemma 3.1, [18] ) Let P 1 , P 2 , ..., P m ∈ R n×n be m nonnegative matrices with positive diagonal elements, then
where η can be specified from matrices P i , i = 1, 2, ..., m.
Let y(s) = Ψx(s), then x(s + 1) = H(s)y(s). Denote the set of common neighbors of agents i and j for issue s by
From equation (12) we have that G(H(s)) is undirected. The following assumption proposes the conditions for connectivity preservation of G(H(s)).
As mentioned above, only if the difference between two agents' opinions is small enough, agents will take account of other agents' opinions. In Assumption 3, we
give some conditions about the distribution of agents' ultimate opinions for the first issue to ensure that G(H(0)) is adequately connected and thus the connectivity of G(H(s)) can be preserved for any s ∈ N. Note that given a social network, the interpersonal influence network G(W) and agents' stubborn extent Ξ are determined, and y(0) = (I − ΞW) −1 (I − Ξ)x(0, 0). Therefore, the conditions on y(0)
in Assumption 3 are actually conditions on x(0, 0). From equation (12), we have
. Moreover, since |N i j (0)| < n, from Assumption 3 we have h > Proof. Firstly we show that if Assumption 3 holds for issue s, then it holds for issue s + 1. Suppose that for any |y i (s) − y j (s)| < d, i, j ∈ V, Assumption 3 holds for issue s. For i, j ∈ V f , we have
For i ∈ V f , j ∈ V p V n , we have
Since for any l ∈ N Ψ j , one has l ∈ N i (s) and |N il (0)| > 
For i, j ∈ (V p V n ), we have
, we obtain
That is to say, if Assumption 3 holds for issue s, then no edge contained in G(H(s)) will be lost, which implies that Assumption 3 holds for issue s+1.
is a connected and Assumption 3 holds, then G(H(s)) is connected for any s ∈ N.
The connectivity preservation is a crucial and challenging problem in research for the consensus problem of the H-K model since the evolution of agents' opinions is only associated with the initial states and their distribution. In [27] , a potential function is presented to measure the total difference of agents' initial opinions such that the connectivity is preserved by restricting the distribution of agents' initial opinions. Following a different line, in Lemma 6 we guarantee that the links ex-isting in G(H(0)) will never be lost as s increases by proposing a lower bound for the number of agents' common neighbors in G(H(0)). In addition, different from the modified H-K model considered in [6] , in system (7), (12) , the evolution of opinions over time scale increases the complexity of our analysis. Note that from the proof of Lemma 4 and Lemma 6, the subgraph of G(H(0)) corresponding to stubborn agents being connected also implies that Φ 1 (s) is SIA. In the next theorem, we employ a more feasible condition which reduces the requirements for the distribution of agents' initial opinions.
Theorem 3
Under Assumption 2 and Assumption 3, system (7), (12) 
Since the set of all possible matrices H(s) is finite under equation (13), Φ(s) = H(s)Ψ, one has that the set of all possible matrices Φ(s) is finite, which implies that the set of all possible matrices Φ 1 (s) is finite. Moreover, because G(Φ 1 (s)) contains a spanning tree for any s ∈ N, from Lemma 5, we have
is SIA for any s ∈ N. From Wolfowitz Theorem [26] , there exists a nonnegative vector ν ∈ R r 1 +r 2 such that
Thus,
Since Φ 2 is stochastic, we obtain
which implies that system (7), (12) achieves consensus as k → ∞, s → ∞.
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 show that consensus can be achieved by the F-J model over a sequence of issues. Yet in the same context, it generally fails to achieve consensus over single issue, even under completely connected networks. In practice, as the number of the issues that individuals collaborate to deal with increases, initial opinions of individuals for each issue become more and more similar and reach agreement ultimately. This mechanism is usually used to train groups for specific tasks (to name but a few, athlete team, special action force or fire brigade) to make the opinions or decisions of the group members grow similar. 
Simulations
In this section, numerical simulations are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the theoretical results proposed above. Note that in Fig. 1b , the opinions of fully stubborn agents are fixed, while the opinions of partially stubborn agents and non-stubborn agents tend to be constant as k increases. The network topology G(W 1 ) has five SCCs, i.e., {1, 4, 5}, {3, 6, 7}, {9, 10}, {2}, {8}. The SCC {9, 10} has a self-loop at agent 9 since it is the only SCC with zero in-degree and all agents being non-stubborn. Hence, the condition stated in Assumption 1 holds true. By computing we find that the maximum-
, while the maximum-modulus Note that over each issue s, x(s, k) tends to a steady opinion vector as k increases, and all steady opinions tend to a common value with s increasing. When s = 30, Fig. 3 shows that consensus is achieved by system (7), (8) . Moreover, since G(W 2 )
satisfies the condition in Assumption 2, we have which has a directed path to other partially stubborn agents implies that the subgraph corresponding to partially stubborn agents in G(Ψ 2 ) not only has a spanning tree, but also contains a star topology, and self-loops are contained by partially stubborn agents in G(Ψ 2 ), which are showed in Fig. 2b . We can find visually from , let h = 0.1. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b show the trajectories of x(s, k) and x(s, 0), respectively.
Because that in Fig. 4a , G(W 3 ) satisfies the condition of Assumption 2, Ψ 3 exists.
is depicted in Fig. 4b . Moreover, G(Ψ 3 ) and x(0, 0) satisfy the conditions in Assumption 3 and Theorem 3, thus x(s, 0) reaches consensus as s → ∞ (Fig. 5b) , which implies x(s, k) reaches consensus (Fig. 5a) . The connectivity of G(H(0)) is related with the percentage of the fully stubborn agents. In this example, Assumption 3 requires that each fully stubborn agent has at least 8 neighbors in G(H(0)). further considered the more general scenario where agents have bounded confidence to others when they form their initial opinions for issues. Mathematical conditions for achieving opinion consensus were established, respectively. We show that the F-J model may achieve opinion consensus over a sequence of issues, while it generally does not achieve consensus over single issue. The connections between network characterizing interpersonal influence and the one describing the relationship of agents' initial opinions for successive issues uncover the difference between opinion formation over issue sequences and over single issue, such as the enhanced network connectivity in the former. Our investigation may provide some theoretical explanations for many observations in the real world such as decision making in human society or animal kingdom. The future work will focus on the evolution of agents' extent of stubborn over issue sequences.
